
How to enter the 2015 Win with Wood Competition

Get some Protek wood stain and use it to transform your wood, 
old or new, big or small

Take a high resolution photo of your entry at minimum 300DPI 
(we’ll need this high quality picture if you’re a winner) 

Make a note of what range(s) and colour(s) you used and any other 
comments you’d like to share

Follow entry instructions as below selecting what option suits you best

Email
Simply email your picture(s) to caroline@protekproducts.co.uk with your name and details from point 3. above

Twitter
Compose a tweet containing a link to a lower resolution version of your entry picture (using your choice of photo  
sharing tool - Smartphone Twitter App/Twitpic/Instagram etc) and include the following tags in your tweet:
#WinWithWood @ProtekWoodStain and at least one of the following depending on your project:
#decking     #fences     #gardenfurniture     #gardening     #sheds     #competition     #summerhouse      
#log cabin   #chalet     #timberbuilding       #diy
An example tweet would look like this:
“Here’s a pic of my summerhouse makeover project as my entry for #WinWithWood @ProtekWoodStain  
#gardening pic. twitter.com/123456789”

1) If you haven’t already,  join Pinterest.com and follow Protek Wood Stain’s    
    Pinterest boards
2) Launch a new Pinterest board and name it “My Win With Wood entry”
3) Fill this board with at least 2 pins — one of your Win Win Wood entry photo   
    and also pin the product(s) you used from the protekwood stain.co.uk site  
    (i.e pin the product tub/tin image with appropriate colour swatch). You’ll see    
    we’ve created an example board for reference
    Note: You must keep a high resolution version of your image at a minimum of 
    300DPI so we can use your entry
4) Tag your entry pin with #winwithwood and #protekwoodstain
5) Once done, visit http://tinyurl.com/p5hfyj4 and comment on this pin with a 
     link to your “My Win with Wood entry”! Remember, you must be a member  
     of Pinterest.com to enter and you must be following the Protek Wood Stain’s 
     Pinterest boards. If you don’t have a Pinterest account yet you can sign up for 
     one at https://uk.pinterest.com
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By entering the competition you are giving permission for Protek to use your image for marketing purposes via any medium they so 
wish. You are also guaranteeing that your image is your unique Protek project.
You will receive a confirmation of receipt of your entry and winners will be confirmed by Friday 11th September 2015.

Some 2014 Winners!
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